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Pricing Must be the Same Across All Sales Channels 
 

Today I want to talk to you about pricing and why it is so important for your 

pricing to be the same regardless of whether you are selling the items on Thea-Bel 

or through your own personal website.  This is important enough that this is 

mandatory and included in our terms and conditions you signed as part of 

your vendor contract.  I will no longer accept items that are priced differently 

from what you would sell them at through other channels. 

 

Why is this so important?  Two reasons. 

 

Finding out you paid more for something makes people angry!  On Thea-Bel 

we have links to the other places you sell, if a customer likes your work they will 

likely check you out and it won't take long to find out they paid more for 

something.  This isn't good business as someone who feels ripped off will cease 

having a relationship with both of us.  

 

You Teach Customers to Price Check!  What happens when potential 

customers see two different prices on an item?  It teaches them that there is a 

cheaper price out there and to look for it.  This is not a good way to get business 

as there is always someone willing to sell things for less.   

 

Instead, we need to tell customers that your items are worth the price that we are 

charging them.  By having a unified front we remove price from the equation and 

put the focus back on quality instead. 

 

If you are currently charging different prices on your different platforms you have 

two choices to make sure our pricing is the same: 

 

Lower Thea-Bel's Price to Match Yours: We provide a service so you don't 

have to, customers shouldn't be penalized for it. 

 

or 

 

Raise your Prices: If your margins don't support our 30% then your margins are 

probably not high enough to start with.  Raise your prices so that you make some 

money off your items, you are worth it.   

 

I'm happy to go through this is you have any questions.  If your pricing needs to 

be adjusted please let me know, it is easy enough to do. 

 


